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Continental and SHARE NOW Denmark Master Real 
Time Tread Depth Monitoring of Tires  

• Prediction of tire tread depth via an algorithm with an accuracy of below one millimeter  

• Pilot also entails real time remote tire pressure and temperature monitoring of the entire 
fleet of SHARE NOW Denmark, with approximately 600 cars currently in operation  

• Real time tire monitoring solution connects information of tire sensors and telemetry 
data of an existing on-board unit with an algorithm in the cloud 

• By connecting tires to the cloud Continental will enable just in time, need-based tire 
servicing 

Hannover, Copenhagen 10. December 2020. Continental has successfully demonstrated real time 

tire tread depth monitoring in a pilot that entailed electric vehicles of carsharing provider 

SHARE NOW Denmark. In cooperation with its project partner and telemetry specialist Traffilog, 

the premium tire manufacturer connected information of tire sensors and telemetry data of the 

fleet’s cars with a proprietary algorithm in the cloud. As a result, Continental can predict tire tread 

depth in real time with an accuracy of below one millimeter. In future, smart digital tire solutions like 

this will be a key driver to enable need-based servicing of tires, instead of regular, scheduled 

servicing. ”With this pilot we are first in the market to offer significantly accurate tread depth 

monitoring via an algorithm. With an accuracy of below one millimeter our pilot has in fact set an 

industry benchmark in smart digital tire solutions”, said Tansu Isik, Head of Business Development 

and Global Marketing at the Continental Tires business area. He added: “We have worked very 

closely with our Continental Automotive Technologies colleagues as well as with our partner 

Traffilog to achieve this success.” 

For fleet providers it is beneficial to have as accurate information as possible about the condition of 

their tires at any time. Tire wear and damage is an important cost driver for them. Moreover, intact 

and maintained tires have notable positive influence on other major cost positions such as fuel 

efficiency and wear of parts. “Real time, telematic based tire monitoring is a huge benefit for us. 

We can monitor and service our tires at any time and take actions proactively”, said 

Steen Herløv Andersen, Head of Operations at SHARE NOW Denmark. Benefits are more efficient 

fleet operations, minimized downtime due to repair, greater safety and reduced overall cost due to 

higher energy efficiency. 
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“With this pilot we offer another glimpse on the future of Continentals smart digital tire solutions. 

Connecting tires directly to the cloud allows Continental to create exciting new business models. 

Our digital ecosystem for tires, in which we work together with our broad network of partners, is all 

about assisting our customers with tires and service at the right time and in the right place”, said 

Isik. He added: “At Continental we are leveraging on both, our tire expertise and our in-house 

know-how about sensor- and vehicle architecture, which is provided by Continentals Automotive 

Technologies group sector.” 

Continental has a strong track record in supporting both commercial and passenger car fleet 

operators to run their fleets more efficiently. At the same time, the technology company is one of 

the biggest automotive suppliers worldwide. This unique setup of Continental had a decisive 

impact on the success of this pilot: The expertise of Continentals Automotive Technologies group 

sector in vehicle architectures and telemetry was the basis to develop, train and validate the 

algorithm inhouse. The same holds true for the tire sensors used, which also were designed and 

produced inhouse at Continental, specifically to meet project requirements. “Because of our set-up, 

we have all the specialists we need in-house. This means short distances to get things up and 

running. That is a true competitive advantage. This pilot is one sample for Continentals intensive 

efforts to develop customer centric tire solutions, based on their specific needs to increase 

efficiency, reduce costs and increase safety.” explained Isik. 

The real time tread depth measurement pilot is part of a bigger project in which Continental 

together with its partner Traffilog also delivers real time remote tire pressure and temperature 

monitoring of the entire fleet of SHARE NOW in Denmark, with approximately 600 cars currently in 

operation. Continental was able to integrate its real time tire monitoring solution into an already 

existing telematic setup. To enable both capture and transfer of data, Traffilog modified its 

telematic unit to fit Continental’s requirements to harness the relevant data to feed its proprietary 

algorithm. 
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Traffilog is a leading provider of advanced and innovative telematics for enabling connected vehicle and 
future mobility solutions. Our overall mission is to maximize the efficiency of the mobility industry by 
providing connected vehicle solutions that increases driver safety and reduce overall operational costs. 
Traffilog's knowledge and experience have utilized in-depth automotive engineering to create an individual 
one-stop solutions for telematic hardware, applications, and software integration. For almost two decades 
Traffilog have connected the entire automotive market and today connects more than 450.000 vehicles 
worldwide and provides global solutions for OEM’s, Tier1 and aftermarket in both the public and private 
sector. Industries that today benefits from Traffilog’s connected services are among others, emergency, 
leasing, rental, car sharing, public transport, waste management, and transportation companies. 

SHARE NOW is available in 16 cities in eight countries in Europe. The total fleet in Denmark consists of 
around 600 cars with a broad range of cars types in the fleet; BMW i3, BMW 1-series, BMW X1, Mini electric, 
Mini 3- and 5-doors, Mercedes A-class and Mercedes B-class. As a customer in Denmark, you can also use 
the service in all the other SHARE NOW cities when you travel. In addition to SHARE NOW, the NOW family 
consists of four other businesses; PARK NOW, CHARGE NOW, REACH NOW and FREE NOW. Read more 
about the different businesses here https://www.your-now.com/our-story. 

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and networked mobility of 
people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and 
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2019, Continental generated sales 
of €44.5 billion and currently employs more than 233,000 people in 59 countries and markets. 

The Tires business area has 24 production and development locations worldwide. Continental is one of the 
leading tire manufacturers with more than 56,000 employees and posted sales of €11.7 billion in 2019 in this 
business area. Continental ranks among the technology leaders in tire production and offers a broad product 
range for passenger cars, commercial and special-purpose vehicles as well as two-wheelers. Through 
continuous investment in research and development, Continental makes a major contribution to safe, cost-
effective and ecologically efficient mobility. The portfolio of the Tires business area includes services for the 
tire trade and fleet applications, as well as digital management systems for tires. 
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By connecting tires to the cloud, Continental enables 

real time tire monitoring.  

 


